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In February of 2011 a computer program defeated the two best human players on one of the most challenging 
question/answer game shows of all time, Jeopardy! Named, Watson, after IBM’s founder, this event was largely 
recognized as a significant milestone in the advancement of Big Data Analytics. In this talk I will give a brief 
introduction to several applications of this Big Data analytics technology to tasks ranging from retail applications 
of social media analytics such as lead generation to applications in investment and equity research. I will briefly 
describe the major analytic phases: text analytics, semi-structured data processing (joins, group-by, aggregation), 
and statistical/predictive modeling core to these applications. At IBM we are building tools and technologies to 
support each of these analytic phases and in particular we are building declarative languages for these phases. 
While the declarative nature of the language abstracts away the need for programmer-optimization, the syntax 
of these languages is designed to appeal to the corresponding communities. In the second part of the talk I will 
describe SystemML in which ML algorithms are expressed in a higher-level language  and are compiled and 
executed in a MapReduce environment. This higher-level language exposes several constructs including linear 
algebra primitives that constitute key building blocks for a broad class of supervised and unsupervised ML 
algorithms. The algorithms expressed in SystemML are compiled and optimized into a set of MapReduce jobs that 
can run efficiently on a cluster of machines. I will end the talk with a discussion on speeds, feeds and comparisons. 
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